
180,000 GPM Two-Way Water Drainage & Irrigation 
System Supplies Lake Okeechobee Sugar Farms  
During Drought or Flood

FEATURES

BACKGROUND
Hot days and less rainfall can lead to a severe drought, while heavy rainfall 
and emergency weather events during the hurricane season can lead to 
flood conditions. Both scenarios could have a negative effect on the sugar 
crops surrounding Lake Okeechobee. In 2015, it was deemed necessary to 
bolster the irrigation plans put in place for the agricultural land in order to 
sustain the proper levels; so a two-way alternative water pumping method 
was needed to supplement the farmland and draw water from the lake to 
the land and vice versa. A leading construction company was awarded the 
project to replace culverts C10/12 at Lake Okeechobee and MWI Pumps was 
brought in to solve the bypass problem of moving the required 180,000 
GPM (401 CFS) up and down hill with 35’ TDH across the 3,200’ distance.

HIGHLIGHTS
 ▪ MWI designed a siphon to minimize the 35’ TDH and breach the 

8 long discharge runs of 400’ each which stretched from the 
canal bank flowing to the sugar fields and then to the top of the 
lake dyke. 

 ▪ 8 x 30’ runs of fused HDPE pipe were installed winding upward 
from the eight 30” Hydraflo™ pumps located canal side with 
4200D engines to the peak of the lake dyke which was 35’ 
above the canal water level. 

 ▪ In order to develop the siphon, MWI used a 10” Rotoflo™ at the 
peak of the dyke to draw the large volumes of water per run to 
the peak of the suction side. Then from the peak it flowed freely 
down several hundred feet of submerged discharge into Lake 
Okeechobee. 

 ▪ Flow testing was conducted on each pipe run to provide proof 
to the U.S. Army® Corp of Engineers, that each run could reach 
50 CFS to meet the total required volume. 

 ▪ A two-way system to move water from land-to-lake and from lake-
to-land was also a challenge. Although predominantly put in place 
to handle flood threats, the system accomplished the lake-to-land 
drought threat scenario multiple times by easily relocating the 
pump ends on either side of the pipework when needed with 
smaller amounts of CFS in order to feed the sugar farm. 

 ▪ As a backup, additional redundancy equipment was added to 
provide support when a hurricane warning was in effect.

SOLUTION // MWI Pumps engineering 
team provided a highly-efficient 
bypass system solution with only 
eight pumps and drive units to 
handle up to 180,000 GPM (401 CFS) 
during phase 1 of the project.
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INDUSTRY SEGMENT
Agriculture / Water Management
 
EQUIPMENT
 ▪ 8 - 30” Hydraflo™ Pumps 

 ▪ 8 - 4200D Diesel Drive Units

 ▪ 1 - 10” Rotoflo™ Pump

 ▪ 8 - 30’ Runs of Fused HDPE Pipe

                   FEEDBACK
The customer was pleased that the system provided an efficient, elegant 
solution of pumping more water without the need for additional units to 
sustain the pumping capacity requirement. The contractor purchased the 
8 pumps and drive units, as well as MWI Pump’s maintenance and repair 
services which saved them considerable money during phase 1 of the 
project. MWI Pumps was retained to work with the customer on future 
phases and projects. 
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